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Background: The Game Changers

It has become increasingly evident that we need a 
new way of delivery, one that is uncompromisingly 

results-focused and performance-driven.

Premier Zille, November 2014

On starting its second term of office in 2014, the Western Cape Cabinet reaffirmed its commitment to achieving 

its vision of creating a highly skilled, innovation driven, resource efficient, high opportunity society for all.

While we have made progress in realising this vision since first coming into government in 2009, we recognise 

that there is still a lot to be done.

There are still many people living in poverty in the province and we face a number of challenges that serve as a 

hindrance to economic growth and job creation.

With this in mind, we focused on identifying top priorities over the five-year term, which could serve as catalysts 

for major improvements in people’s lives, in particular, the lives of our young people. 

As a result, we have committed to seven priority interventions, which we have called Game Changers. 

Our Game Changers are bold interventions that focus on either leveraging the best opportunities or tackling 

some of our greatest challenges in the province. 

We have set ambitious targets under each Game Changer, which if achieved, will contribute towards accelerating 

economic growth, job creation and social inclusion. Our seven Game Changers are: 

 • Expanding Vocational Skills and Training;

 • Achieving Energy Security;

 • Delivering High Speed Broadband;

 • Implementing quality e-Learning at schools;

 • Expanding quality After School activities;

 • Pioneering a major “live, work and play” development called the Better Living Model that integrates communities; 

and 

 • Reducing Alcohol Related Harms.

We have also recognised that, for these Game Changers to make a discernible difference in our province, we 

need a new method of delivery – one that is innovative, uncompromisingly solutions-orientated, results-focused 

and performance-driven. 

We have committed to this new methodology within provincial government in order to drive change in the 

Western Cape. In order to support this new approach, a Delivery Support Unit has been established in the 

Department of the Premier to provide strategic oversight and guidance to provincial departments and monitor 

the implementation of the game changer plans.

However, we also recognise that government cannot achieve progress alone.  We will only be able to achieve the 

targets set under our Game Changers through a whole of society approach, where national, provincial and local 

government work in partnership with business, civil society, communities and individuals. 

This is what we mean when we say “Better Together” and we look forward to working with all our partners to 

drive our Game Changers over the next few years. 
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Our 7 Game Changers in more detail:
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Introduction: The Apprenticeship Game Changer

Creating sustainable opportunities for the development and advancement of youth has been identified as 

a strategic priority by the Western Cape Government (WCG). This has resulted in three of our seven Game 

Changers being primarily focused on the betterment of young people: After School Programmes, eLearning and 

Apprenticeship based learning. They are guided by the Western Cape Youth Development Strategy (PYDS), 

which was adopted in 2013 and which identified the key interventions that would place young people on a 

pathway to productive adulthood.

Skills are an essential contributor to the development of individuals, businesses, societies and economies. Their 

importance is even more pronounced in the South African context where high levels of structural unemployment 

among the youth is still more prevalent than in other emerging economies. According to the National Planning 

Commission (2012; 98), South Africa is experiencing a youth bulge, and this represents an opportunity for positive 

growth if young people are meaningfully employed, but poses a potential for grave social instability if they are 

not. 

While low skill levels and lack of experience are widely known as the primary causes of unemployment amongst 

youth, it is also becoming increasingly apparent that a large number of young graduates are unable to find 

employment due to an education system that is supplying industry with skills that are either inadequate or 

irrelevant. Globally, apprenticeship based learning remains the most effective learning methodology that 

produces high quality workers that have the skills that employers actually need. 

The toolkit for quality apprenticeships issued by the International Labour Organisation in October 2017 states 

that “Policy-makers have been searching for responses to the negative employment effects of the global financial 

crisis. There is no one-size-fits-all answer to this situation; but policy-makers are rediscovering, or discovering for 

the first time – whether at a national, regional or global level – the importance of Apprenticeships, which offer a 

tried and tested way of enabling young people to make the transition from the world of education to the world 

of work. Apprenticeships play a key role in enhancing youth employability through the acquisition of relevant 

skills, personal development and   a recognised qualification. They also offer a real opportunity to experience the 

world of work and to start the process of building a career”.

In South Africa apprenticeships are linked to traditional artisan trade occupations such as electricians, welders, 

fitters etc. but globally many countries have expanded their apprenticeship systems to include any occupation 

that you would find in the workplace. The reason for this is that apprenticeships have proved that they have a 

significant impact on youth unemployment reduction1. This is because an apprenticeship:

 • Ensures that training matches the needs within a company or industry;

 • Keeps up-to-date with changes in technology, work practices, and market dynamics;

 • Links classroom and workplace training so that young people acquire relevant skills; 

 • Equips young people with critical core skills, such as problem solving, teamwork, and communication;

 • Offers young people a small income while preparing for the job market;

 • Helps them clear the hurdle of having no job experience, a barrier that prevents many university graduates 

from securing their first job.

 

The emphasis of apprenticeship development for a broad range of occupations required by the South African 

economy has been recognised at a national government level with the Department of Higher Education and 

Training having already initiated a process to develop 21st Century Apprenticeship programme in collaboration 

with international partnerships with Germany, Switzerland and the European Union.  

1 http://www.gan-global.org/#!why/qsobt
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Therefore, WCG is promoting the Apprenticeship Game Changer (AGC) to leverage the power of work-based 

learning through apprenticeships to improve people’s livelihoods. Its primary aim is to ensure that there are 

sufficiently qualified technical and vocational skilled young people to supply the needs of the prioritised economic 

growth sectors in the Western Cape – notably, Tourism, Agri-processing, Oil and Gas as well as in the enabling 

sectors of Renewable Energy and Information Communication Technologies (ICT).  

As illustrated in Figure 1 below, the strategy for the Game Changer is based on a “push-pull approach”:

 • A “push strategy” for learning institutions to supply learners with appropriate educational qualifications and 

competencies that meet the needs of employers in the priority sectors; 

 • A “pull strategy” for these employers to take in an increasing number of of apprentices, with employers clearly 

signalling their needs to ensure alignment between supply and demand.  At the core of this Game Changer is 

ensuring that the relevant skills are developed for industry through an active and continuous partnership with 

employers in the identified sectors.

Although all  the identified stakeholders are required for the successful implementation of the Apprenticeship 

Game Changer, the most critical common denominator that acts as a bridge between the world of learning 

(academic supply) at an institution and the world of learning at work (workplace supply) is the employer. The 

employer creates the environment wherein learners can practice their skills that eventually lead them to become 

competent workers in their chosen occupational fields. 

Figure 1: “Push and Pull” Apprenticeship Game Changer Strategy

Academic Supply
(Pool grown by 

Teaching & Learning 
Institutions)

Workplace Supply 
(Pool grown by 

Employers as Skills 
Development 

Providers)

Priority Economic 
Sector Demand (Pool 

grown by Employers as 
Business Enterprises)

Pull Strategy

Push Strategy

The blue shaded area in Figure 1 encompasses Workplace Supply outcomes that are directly dependent on 

employer involvement and therefore the most critical for the Apprenticeship Game Changer. The more direct 

involvement of employers in these outcomes will result in the employers being the driving force behind the 

Apprenticeship Game Changer.
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Overview: Vision and Strategy for Change

The Challenge

One of the biggest challenges facing the Western Cape and the rest of the country is the millions of young South 

Africans who want to work but cannot find a job.

The Labour Force Surveys released by Stats SA on a quarterly basis reveal that the unemployment rate among 

youth (aged 15-34 years) is consistently higher than the adult unemployment rate in all provinces. For instance, 

as illustrated in Figure 2 below, as of 2017 the South African unemployment rate amongst adults (35-64 years) 

was estimated at 18.5%, while it was a staggering 38.6% amongst young people. 

Figure 2: Unemployment rate amongst youth and adults

At the same time, South Africa faces a major skills shortage in a number of key economic sectors, indicating a 

major mismatch in the supply and demand for skills. 

It is estimated that approximately half a million jobs remain vacant because of a lack of the appropriate skills.

These shortages are felt particularly in the fields of maths and science, with a lack of skills in fields such as 

engineering and ICT as well as a growing shortage of vocational and technical skills (artisans) such as electricians, 

welders and mechanics. This is seriously hampering economic growth.  

The national scarce skills list released by national government reveals that 18 of the top 31 scarce skills in the 

country fall within the artisan sector. 

The shortage is set to worsen with the National Development Plan envisaging that the country will need to 

produce 30 000 qualified artisans a year by 2030; the annual production rate nationally for the 2016/17 year was 

21 100 - with just over 1 200 in the Western Cape.
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There are a number of reasons for these shortages, which include:

 • Poor maths and science pass rates at schools;

 • Lack of awareness of scarce skills and related employment opportunities.

 • Learners preferring to enrol at universities, which they view as superior to technical colleges;

 • Negative societal perceptions of the status of artisans; and 

 • A shortage of funding and workplace based learning opportunities.

The WCG’s Apprenticeship Game Changer is focused on tackling these challenges in the province in order to 

increase the number of young people qualifying as artisans over the next few years. 

The Game Changer is focusing on five priority economic sectors, namely: Oil & Gas, Tourism, Agri-processing, 

Energy and Information Communication Technology, with water recently added in given the drought and 

attention it has brought to how we need to better manage water as an ongoing scarce resource.

Three of these have been prioritised under the provincial government’s growth strategy – Project Khulisa – 

due to their high growth potential, namely: Oil and Gas related manufacturing and services, Tourism and Agri-

processing. Energy, water and ICT (Broadband) are the enablers to support economic growth in the three 

priority Khulisa sectors.

The Apprenticeship Game Changer will focus on identifying the critical occupations for which there is, or will, 

be high demand, but inadequate supply within these five priority sectors and implementing a strategy to tackle 

these shortages.

This is critical if Project Khulisa is to achieve its ambitious growth and jobs targets – 260 000 additional jobs by 

2019.

Table 1: Project Khulisa Targets 

Khulisa Sector
Current Gross 

Value Add (GVA)*

Projected 2019 
Gross Value Add 

(GVA)

Current Formal 
Jobs

Additional Formal 
Jobs

Oil and Gas R 1 billion R   2 billion 35 000 60 000

Tourism R 17 billion R 28 Billion 204 000 100 000

Agri-Processing R 12 billion R 26 Billion 79 000 100 000

Totals R 30 billion R 56 Billion 318 000 260 000

           

          * Gross value added (GVA) measures the contribution to an economy of an individual producer, industry,  sector or region

To ensure that the Western Cape Province achieves these ambitious Project Khulisa targets and accrue benefits 

to its citizens, it is critical that skills are not an inhibitor. To ensure this, accurate and current data is a priority – 

it needs to be collected, analysed and utilised to steer appropriate technical and vocational skills development. 

As such, the WCG is developing an extensive real-time data system to continuously track the Game Changer’s 

implementation and performance.

 

The key priority is to ensure sufficient apprentices in appropriate occupations who qualify as competent, work 

ready young people. If we are to succeed in this, there must be active participation of employers. The employer 

needs to be firmly at the centre, creating the bridge that will enable learners to move from educational institutions 

into the workplace as apprentices, in increasing numbers.  This will require consistent and sustained partnerships 

and coordination between stakeholders that is underpinned by sharing critical data. These partnerships are 

based on a two-tier consultative approach that draws together technical expertise from all the partners, as well 

as a guiding coalition of executive leaders. 
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The scale of the challenge

In order to determine the scale of the skills shortages the province faces, the WCG together with its partners 

needs to build an accurate picture of demand and supply for each of the five priority economic sectors. Work to 

date indicates the following per sector.

Table 2: In-demand occupations per priority sector 

Sector Comment Occupations

Oil & Gas

Under a high growth scenario the midstream oil 
and gas GVA is projected to have a contribution 
as high as R2bn, with an additional ~ 60 000 jobs 
created. The identified skills are in:

 • Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)  

 • Rig Repair

 • Bulk Service Infrastructure Development

Air-conditioner and Refrigeration Mechanic, 
Boat Builder, Bricklayer, Carpenter and Joiner, 
Crane Driver, Electrician, Fitter and Turner, 
Mechanical Fitter, Millwright, Pipe Fitter, Plumber, 
Pump installer and service technician, Rigger, 
Toolmaker, Welder.

Tourism

Tourism is a major contributor to the economy 
with GVA of R 17bn and 204 000 formal jobs 
in the province. Along with addressing the 
anticipated skills shortage, the growth strategy 
will prioritise resolving challenges that threaten 
further advancement of the industry. These 
include the lack of coordinated destination 
marketing between all stakeholders and 
improving accessibility to the region by boosting 
air access.

Baker, Bicycle Mechanic, Caterer, Chef, 
Concierge, Conservationist, Cook, Electrician, 
Food Technologist, Hostess, Ranger, 
Receptionist, Sales and Marketing, Small Business 
Practitioner, Sport and Fitness Instructor, Tour 
Guide, Travel Consultant, Water Quality Analyst.

Agri-
processing

The agri-processing sector has the potential to 
increase its contribution from R 12bn GVA to 
R 26 billion GVA to the economy and create 
an additional 100 000 additional formal jobs. 
In order to achieve this, the province needs to 
increase its export market of wine and brandy in 
particular to China and Angola.  

Electrical Engineering Technician, Electrician, 
Fitter and Turner, Food and Beverage Machine 
Operator, Food Technologist, Microbiologist, 
Millwright, Production and Operations Manager, 
Production or Plant Engineer, Quality Assurance 
Manager, Supply and Distribution Manager, 
Agricultural Technicians.

Energy The WCG has also prioritised energy security 
as a game changer over the next few years in 
response to the current energy challenges facing 
SA. The aim is to reduce the province’s electricity 
demand from Eskom by 10% over the next few 
years by both savings through energy efficiency 
and alternative, low carbon generation. The main 
focus areas under the game changer are energy 
efficiency, load management, energy generation 
through rooftop solar photovoltaic panels 
(PV) and the importation of Liquefied Natural 
Gas (LNG) for power plants and industrial use. 
Preparatory work for electric vehicles is also 
underway.

Architect, Boilermaker, Civil Engineer, Civil 
Engineering Technician, Construction Project 
Engineer, Electrician, Electronic Equipment 
Mechanic, Energy Engineer, Electrician, 
Environmental Engineer, Environmental Health 
Officer, Fitter and Turner, Laboratory technician, 
Wind Turbine Power Plant Process Controller,  
Concentrated Solar Power (CPS) Plant Process 
Controller, Solar Photovoltaic Service Technician, 
Millwright, Pipe Fitter, Plumber, Pump Installer 
and Service Technician, Rigger, Water Plant 
Operator, Water Quality Analyst, Welder.

ICT Expanding access to high speed broadband is 
another game changer. In 2014, the provincial 
government signed a R2.89bn 10-year contract 
with State Information and Technology Agency 
(SITA) and Neotel to connect over 1,900 
public buildings to high-speed broadband. 
This infrastructure will impact significantly on 
attracting investment and creating jobs not just 
in the ICT sector but in all economic sectors 
with citizens having access to technology. 
Already multinationals are establishing their 
ICT innovation divisions in Cape Town, with this 
continually expanding.

Broadcast and Audio-Visual Technician, 
Computer Network Professional, Database 
Designer and Administrator, Electronic 
Engineer, Graphic and Multimedia Designer, 
ICT Sales Professional, Information Technology 
Trainer, Production and Operations 
Manager, Software Developer, Systems 
Designer, Systems Administrator, Systems 
Analyst, Telecommunications Engineer, 
Telecommunications Engineering Technician, 
Web and Multimedia Developer, Web Technician.
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The Solution

To achieve sufficient, appropriately qualified technical 
& vocational skilled people to meet the needs of 

prioritised economic growth areas in the Western 
Cape by 2019. 

Globally, the most well-known bridging mechanism between the world of learning at an institution and the world 

of learning at work is the apprenticeship system. This system has seen a huge resurgence across the globe in the 

last decade. This not a surprise since apprenticeship training, especially if delivered at a world class standard, can 

raise the number of people in employment, increase individual and company productivity and enhance economic 

growth2.

Academic (Theory) Supply Side Lever 1: Increase in number of quality workplace ready TVET 
learners (Institutional Supply)

Industry has indicated that it needs “quality” learners who have more than 50% maths results, and preferably 

similar results in Science and Language. This is the basic requirement employers have of learners to enter the 

workplace as apprentices.  

This lever aims to ensure a significant increase in the number of quality learners who are attracted to technical 

and vocational occupations. Therefore:

 • The first requirement is to expand the overall pool of learners with more than 50% maths from which to 

recruit learners for workplace technical and vocational skills training. Our primary recruiting ground for these 

learners is the public TVET colleges under the national Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET) 

and the Western Cape Education Department’s (WCED’s) Technical High Schools, as well as Maths Science 

and Technology Schools (MST);

 • The second requirement is to increase the proportion of learners within this pool who are keen to take up 

technical and vocational skills and to be placed with employers on apprenticeships and learnerships. 

The AGC will aim for at least 40% of learners achieving 50% and more for maths in the 8 TVET campuses, and a 

5% improvement in learners achieving at least 50% maths results in the targeted schools (Technical High schools 

and targeted Maths, Science and Technology Schools).

Workplace (Practice) Supply Side lever 2: Increase in number of competent TVET 
Workers (Employer Workplace)

The focus here is on achieving an increase in the number of young people entering the workplace for training in 

apprenticeships and learnerships, and an increase in the number of them completing their training, with a certified 

qualification. 

2 Mieschbuehler, R. and Hooley, T. (2016) World Class Apprenticeship Standards: Report and 

Recommendations. Derby and London: International Centre for Guidance Studies (iCeGS), University of Derby 

and  Pearson Education UK.
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Figure 3 shows the overall trajectory as well as the annual targets for learners entering the workplace. The cumulative 

target to be reached by 2019 is 13 221. By December 2017, 6 782 learners have entered the workplace in the targeted 

economic growth sectors.

Figure 3: The workplace supply targets for the Apprenticeship Game Changer: learners entering the workplace.

Figure 4 shows a similar trajectory for learners completing workplace based training. The target is to have 11 037 

learners completing workplace-based training in the priority economic sectors. As at end December 2017, 5 455 

learners had completed workplace based training.

Figure 4: The workplace supply targets for the Apprenticeship Game Changer: learners completing workplace based 

training.
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Figure 3 shows the overall trajectory as well as the annual targets for learners entering the workplace. The cumulative 

target to be reached by 2019 is 13 221. By December 2017, 6 782 learners have entered the workplace in the targeted 

economic growth sectors.

Figure 3: The workplace supply targets for the Apprenticeship Game Changer: learners entering the workplace.

Figure 4 shows a similar trajectory for learners completing workplace based training. The target is to have 11 037 

learners completing workplace-based training in the priority economic sectors. As at end December 2017, 5 455 

learners had completed workplace based training.

Figure 4: The workplace supply targets for the Apprenticeship Game Changer: learners completing workplace based 

training.

The data for the baselines and KPI projections are primarily drawn from the Sector Education and Training 

Authorities (SETAs).

Additionally, after further engagements with the industry, the list of demand occupations per industry was 

revised to be more reflective of employer needs (see Table 2). To further focus the game changer efforts and 

activities, two major adjustments were introduced to the methodology for KPI definition and calculation:

• Only higher level skills (NQF >4) are included. This was in response to industry’s requirement for higher 

level skills;

• The data is also limited to the priority sectors. Although it is recognised that inter-sector mobility takes 

place, the game changer seeks to ensure that the priority sectors are themselves making a significant 

contribution to training for their own skills requirements. 
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The Delivery Plans: What success looks like
The Apprenticeship Game Changer has nine outcomes, each with its own deliverables and measures of success, 

as well as planned milestones and key activities to achieve results. 

The nine areas of focus illustrated in Figure 5 are stepping stones along the pathway for a learner to becoming 

a competent, employable person within the TVET sector as illustrated in the graphic below.

Figure 5: The Nine Areas of Focus for the Apprenticeship Game Changer

Lever 1: Academic Supply Side 

The logic model for the academic supply side delivery plan is illustrated as follows:

Figure 6: The Academic Supply Side Logic Model for the Apprenticeship Game Changer

What this means is that there will be an increased pool of learners able to access workplace learning opportunities 

if the Game Changer can:

 • Increase awareness of TVET career opportunities and therefore, learners choose TVET occupations as their 

preferred career choice;

 • Growing the pool of learners achieving more than 50% for maths.

Targeted learners are more 
aware of TVET as a career 
option and increasingly 

choose it as career of choice 

Improvement in 
learners at risk 
of <50% Maths 

in TVET Colleges 

Improvement in 
learners at risk 
of <50% Maths 

in WCED schools
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The outcomes for Lever 1 are measured against a calendar year, rather than the government’s financial year, 

since schools and colleges operate and measure learner results from January to December.

Outcome 1: Enhanced awareness of TVET as a career option and learners increasingly 
indicating TVET occupations as their preferred career choice.

Young people need to know much more about the many technical and vocational occupations available to them 

and the career opportunities they offer. Pursuing a TVET career needs to be presented as a viable and attractive 

alternative to university.

The game changer also needs to assist in tackling the negative perception currently associated with TVET careers. 

Thus, the WCG will be driving an extensive awareness campaign targeting learners, parents and educators.

Outcome: Enhanced awareness of TVET as a career option and targeted learners increasingly indicating TVET 
occupations as their preferred career choice.

What Does Success Look Like (Annual Targets)

2017 2018

Learners at Technical High Schools and 
MST schools are exposed to TVET or 
artisan occupations as a possible career 
choice.

15% more learners at Technical High Schools and MST Schools have 
an enhanced awareness of TVET Occupations.

10% more learners at Technical High Schools and MST Schools (in 
grades 9 and 11) indicate a preference for pursuing an apprenticeship

Key Deliverables for 2018:

• 2nd phase of the career awareness communications campaign rolled out at 71 schools, targeting learners, 
parents and educators using various channels including posters, pamphlets, social media and will include a 
competition;

• An extended,  “open workplace” programme targeting 22 technical high schools, incorporating learnings from 
the pilot project;

• Presentations at parent meetings done for 20 schools;
• Specific interventions to build / strengthen relationships between employers and schools implemented;
• Grades Match app rolled out in 5 schools;
• 2 schools implement the Integrated Model approach to work placements.

Outcome 2: Improvement in learners at risk of achieving less than 50% Maths results

Under this outcome, learners in TVET Colleges will be provided with academic support, concentrating on the use 

of maths assistants as a key means of providing tutorship.

Outcome: Improvement in learners at risk of <50% Maths results

 What Does Success Look Like (Annual Targets)

2017 2018

4 TVET campuses have maths assistants. 8 TVET campuses have maths assistants.

40% of learners achieve >50% maths results. 40% of learners achieve >50% maths results.
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Key Deliverables for 2018:

• Funding for additional campuses secured;

• Maths assistants placed at additional targeted campuses.

Outcome 3: Improvement in learners at risk of achieving less than 50% Maths results at 
WCED schools

Under outcome 3 learners in WCED schools in Grade 12 at targeted schools will be identified and provided with 

academic support, in particular drawing on eLearning as a key means of providing maths tutorship.

Outcome: : Improvement in learners at risk of <50% Maths results at WCED Schools

What Does Success Look Like (Annual Targets)

2017 2018 

Some Grade 12 learners in THS and MST registered 
for Maths are supported through other eLearning 
interventions, not implemented as part of 
Apprenticeship Game Changer.
The Apprenticeship Game Changer team sourced 
merSETA funding for the 2018 intervention.

Grade 12 learners (THS + MST) registered for Maths are 
supported through eLearning intervention.

Grade 8 & 9 learners registered for Maths are supported 
through eLearning intervention.

5% improvement in learners achieving >50% maths 
results.

Key Deliverables for 2018:

• Procurement process for Grade 12 eLearning support completed for 2018;
• Roll out of the 2018 grade 12 eLearning programme completed for 57 schools;
• Roll out of the 2018 grade 8/9 eLearning programme in 10 schools;
• Funding for 2019 roll out of Grade 8/9 eLearning support sourced;
• Technological and infrastructure requirements for 2019 Grade 8/9 roll out determined.

Lever 2: Workplace Supply Side

The logic model for the workplace supply side delivery plan is illustrated as follows:

Figure 7: The Workplace Supply Side Logic Model for the Apprenticeship Game Changer
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The outcomes for Lever 2 are measured against the government financial year from April to March as this is 

the period for which learner data is reported.

Outcome 1: Employers in Western Cape prioritised economic growth sectors drive 
Apprenticeship Game Changer

Key to achieving our main goal under the game changer is the need for employers within the prioritised economic 

growth sectors of the Western Cape to step up and take ownership of the Apprenticeship Game Changer. The 

WCG as an employer will set an example where possible, but all over the world where workplace based learning 

such as apprenticeships is successful, it is driven by the private sector. 

DEDAT will engage with employers at both the executive and technical levels, creating where necessary 

appropriate action-orientated forums and guiding coalitions of decision-makers which are critical to driving 

delivery.  

Outcome: Employers in Western Cape prioritised economic growth sectors drive Apprenticeship Game Changer 

What Does Success Look Like (Annual Targets)

2017-2018 2018-2019

300 employers in prioritised economic growth sectors 
engaged with the view of obtaining financial and non-
financial commitment for the Apprenticeship Game 
Changer

400 employers in prioritised economic growth sectors 
engaged with the view of obtaining financial and non-
financial commitment for the Apprenticeship Game 
Changer

Key Deliverables for 2018-2019:

Employer engagement strategy implemented, which includes:
• Direct engagements by executives (SMS Members and Minister);
• Direct engagements by DEDAT officials;
• External partnership: ASDSA, SETAs, Specialists Organisations;
• Leveraging skills development to support challenges due to specific crises;
• Employer Communications Campaign;
• Red Tape Reduction intervention to clear blockages discouraging Employers from offering workplace 

training opportunities to young people. 

Employer engagement undertaken with the aim of getting employers to commit time, funds or other resources 

in support of the Apprenticeship Game Changer. This includes:

• Supporting Technical Advisory Forums;

• Supporting career awareness eg. through opening up exposure to the workplace;

• Supporting schools and colleges with Maths support interventions;

• Taking on learners in the workplace;

• Supporting A21 processes directly or through a Centre of Specialisation;

• Supporting RPL and / or mentor development;

• Supporting Work Readiness Programmes;

• Supporting the Apprenticeship Game Changer through sponsored events and providing resources.
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Outcome 2: Workplace ready TVET learners able to access workplace learning 
opportunities in Western Cape economic growth sectors

Key to achieving our main goal under the game changer is learners being able to access workplace learning 

opportunities, which they have to complete in order to qualify to become a competent TVET worker such as an 

artisan. 

This outcome aims to address one of the main challenges contributing towards our technical and vocational 

skills shortage, which is a lack of workplace learning opportunities. 

The intention therefore is to increase these workplace opportunities with a greater throughput of learners 

in the education system into the workplace, in particular for apprenticeships. To successfully implement the 

apprenticeship game changer we have assumed:

1. Apprenticeships are the preferred workplace based learning mechanism for Western Cape Employers; 

2. Apprenticeships are currently utilised only for artisan trade occupations but that this will be expanded 

through the game changer process to include many more non-artisan occupations; 

3. The workplace supply targets include not only apprentices but also learners in other workplace based 

learning programmes such as short courses, specialised training interventions, internships and learnerships 

that have the potential to progressively be converted and/or integrated into apprenticeships over time. 

Outcome: Workplace ready TVET learners access workplace learning opportunities in Western Cape prioritised 
sectors

What Does Success Look Like (Annual Targets)

2017-2018 2018-2019

4 595 learners gain access to workplace learning 
opportunities in the Western Cape in occupations 
required by the priority economic growth sectors.

4 825 learners gain access to workplace learning 
opportunities in the Western Cape in occupations 
required by the priority economic growth sectors.

Key Deliverables for 2018-2019:

• R10 million leveraged from for Game Changer related placements;

• AGC occupations included in the national Occupations in High Demand List;

• Transversal funding proposals and agreements implemented to support AGC outcomes;

• Continuous support for employers to take on learners in priority sectors. 

Outcome 3: Potential RPL candidates for TVET priority occupations become aware and 
increasingly undertake Certificated Workers assessment

Another critical area under the game changer is implementing a Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) system 

that is focused on supporting candidates with prior learning to become artisans.  Candidates with prior learning 

experience in the five priority sectors will be identified and made aware of RPL opportunities under outcome 

three. 

The targets of the number of persons becoming aware of RPL and undertaking RPL are relatively low considering 

the needs of the Apprenticeship Game Changer. This is due to new and unknown competency based RPL process 

that is being introduced under the auspices of DHET nationally. 

Previous artisan RPL systems were referral based and open to fraudulent testimonials. That old system under 

Section 28 of the Manpower Training Act is being replaced by the new competency based approach. The new 

approach is a very expensive process that will only become affordable once implemented on a mass scale.

However, the RPL process remains a critical component of the Apprenticeship Game Changer due to the multiplier 
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effect a qualified and certificate person has on the number of learners that can be registered on workplace based 

programmes such as apprenticeships. For every certified artisan, as many as four or five apprentices can be 

registered under their mentorship. The more certified artisans we have in the system the more learners can be 

registered. 

 

Outcome: Potential RPL candidates for TVET priority occupations become aware and increasingly undertake 
RPL assessment

What Does Success Look Like (Annual Targets)

2017-2018 2018-2019 

100 RPL candidates have enhanced interest in the RPL 
opportunities.

300 RPL candidates have enhanced interest in the RPL 
opportunities.

50 RPL candidates successfully complete an RPL 
assessment.

200 RPL candidates successfully complete an RPL 
assessment.

Key Deliverables for 2018-2019:

• SETA projects leveraged to get more skilled candidates through RPL;

• Development of additional toolkits completed;

• RPL candidates recruited and gap trained;

• RPL candidates registered for EISA (trade test);

• Capacity of assessment system scaled to increase RPL in game changer occupations.

Outcome 4: Mentorship training is provided for qualified TVET workers to increase the 
pool of mentors in the growth sectors

This outcome recognises the importance of having adequately capacitated mentors in the workplace in order for 

employers to take up learners as apprentices and give them the correct level of training and coaching. 

The more qualified mentors there are, the more learners can be taken into work-based learning. The AGC 

facilitates the training of TVET workers, capacitating them with the unique skills of mentoring and coaching 

apprentices, such that learning and retention is maximised. 

 

Outcome: Mentorship training is provided for qualifying TVET workers to increase the pool of mentors in the 
growth sectors

What Does Success Look Like (Annual Targets)

2017-2018 2018-2019

30 workplace mentors successfully complete mentor 
training in the economic growth sectors.

45 workplace mentors successfully complete mentor 
training in the economic growth sectors.

Key Deliverables for 2018-2019:

• Funding for mentorship training secured;
• Service providers contracted for training;
• Successful candidates complete training;
• Programme expanded through partnership funding. 
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Outcome 5: Workplace learners are supported through Work Readiness Programmes

Lack of work readiness in learners has been identified as one of the major causes of low retention rates in 

apprenticeship programmes. This outcome aims to equip the learners with the necessary training and soft skills 

to be prepared for the world of work. This not only helps them adapt to the new environment, but will also assist 

them in being more productive.

Outcome: Workplace learners are supported through Work Readiness Programmes

What Does Success Look Like (Annual Targets)

2017-2018 2018-2019

None.
270 learners successfully complete work readiness 
programmes

Key Deliverables for 2018-2019:

• Funding for work readiness programmes secured;

• Appropriate work readiness programmes identified;

• Employers incentivised to provide work readiness programmes.

Outcome 6: A validated and tested model for dual apprenticeship training in South

Africa (A21)

This outcome sits at the core of what the game changer would like to achieve: a full dual apprenticeship system, 

where learners have both theoretical and workplace training at the same time. This would provide the model for 

all future workplace based programmes in the Province and influence the national programme.

Outcome: A validated and tested model for dual apprenticeship training in South Africa

What Does Success Look Like (Annual Targets)

2017-2018 2018-2019

A21 method initiated for Game Changer occupations in 
the Western Cape.

A21 method implemented for 3 occupations in the 
Western Cape.

Key Deliverables for 2018-2019:

• Pilot A21 system in place for Solar Photovoltaic occupation;

• Pilot A21 system in place for Bicycle Mechanic;

• Pilot A21 system in place for Water Related occupation;

• 56 learners registered on A21 pilot for AGC occupation.
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